2018 - A year full of accomplishments
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Promotion of
around 100
Hungarian
companies.

Around
770 business
opportunity
meetings.

Execution of
2400 consultations
with potential
buyers.

Market and research
reports average 300
pages per month.

Between Turkey
and Hungary 150
business match
making achieved.

Average 10
import inquiries
processed per
month.

50 local exhibition
visits annualy.

ALX Hungary
sponsored
20 events
throughout
2018.
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Milestones
in
2018

JANUARY

Agromash Exhibition, Budapest – Visited
together with 7 Turkish companies

MAY

Two partnership agreements signed
between Rimoczi Filter & MC Filtre and
R’Care & Naturwell

SEPTEMBER

’’Hungary: Country of oppurtunities”
by Izmir Chamber of Commerce Introducing commerical and trade
opportunities of Hungary
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FEBRUARY

Master of Business 2018, Budapest –
Business consultation meetings with
Hungarian companies

JUNE

Contemporary Hungarian Art Exhibition
at the Hungarian Culture Center in
Istanbul with the support of ALX
Hungary

OCTOBER

ALX Hungary sponsored Business Forum
organized by DEIK and HEPA with the
participation of Turkish President H.E.
Recep Tayyip Erdogan and Prime Minister
of Hungary H. E. Viktor Orban

MARCH

Expomed 2018, Istanbul - Exhibited as
the Hungarian Pavilion

JULY

Promotional articles about Hungarian
agriculture industry in relevant Turkish
sectoral magazines

NOVEMBER

Growtech 2018, Antalya - Exhibited as
the Hungarian Pavilion

APRIL

CNNTurk – Economy oriented Hungary
country promotion TV programme with
3 episodes

AUGUST

Teve2 - Tourism oriented Hungary
country promotion TV programme with
2 episodes

DECEMBER

Dunya Newspaper - 50 pages Hungary
country promotion supplement with
various topics
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Message
from the
Chairman
of Polat
Holding
Adnan Polat

Chairman of Polat Holding
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Our trade relations with Hungary date back to
1992 when we had to expand Ege Seramik’s sales
and distribution in European market. We decided
to choose Hungary as our logistics center in
Europe due to its strategic location. Hungary still
holds this attribute and its location is very valuable
for countries wanting to have a foothold in Europe.
Hungary has always welcomed new economic
and cultural collaborations, as a result of which
achieving great export performance each year
with increasing figures, Hungary also began to
focus on export expansion policies targeting the
East and the South while keeping Europe as the
main export destination. During the quest for new
export markets for Hungarian goods, Turkey began
to hold a very special place among Hungary’s
trade partners.

ALX Hungary provides support with five
representative offices in Turkey for promoting the
export volume of Hungarian products and services
to Turkey. ALX offices also assist Turkish business
people who considers investing in Hungary. With
the help of its activities; economic, commercial,
industrial, financial and cultural relations between
the two countries, which is already at its peak, is
further developing and increasing.

There are countless reasons such as strong
historical and cultural bonds, friendship among
the two nations and the warm bilateral relations of
the Hungarian and Turkish governments. Gulbaba
is another one of these bonds, which is a strong
reminder of shared history, culture and friendship.
Recently, Gulbaba Foundation was established
under the auspices of Hungarian Government and
TIKA. The aim of this foundation is to renovate
and preserve the Turkish heritage in Hungary. The
first project was the renovation of Gulbaba’s tomb
in Budapest. It was opened in October 2018 with
a high-level ceremony with the participation of
Turkish President H.E. Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
Hungarian Prime Minister H.E. Viktor Orban. Within
a very short period of time, tens of thousands
of people from different countries and cultures
visited the tomb which is making us very proud.

Upon request from Hungarian Foreign Ministry for
the purpose of generating higher synergy between
various Hungarian organizations in Turkey, ALX
Turkey headquarter is located in Istanbul Polat
Office together with Hungarian Consulate General,
Hungarian Cultural Center and the office of
Hungarian Exim Bank, hence making Istanbul Polat
Office a one-stop service center for Turkish people.

ALX Hungary was established with the aim to
develop business relations between the two
countries and became the representative of
Hungarian Export Promotion Agency (HEPA) in
Turkey, Greece and Cyprus. In this respect, it serves
to increase the exports Hungarian enterprises to
these countries.

ALX is also working in coordination not only with
the Hungarian foreign missions and Hungarian
Eximbank in Turkey, but also with other Hungarian
governmental organizations such as Hungarian
Investment Promotion Agency (HIPA). It has a dayto-day communication and cooperation especially
with the trade attaches in Ankara and Istanbul.

2018 has been a year of significant political and
economic developments in our country. With the
early elections of 24 June, Turkey adopted a new
regime. I sincerely hope this new system to bring
the best to our country. The trade volume between
Turkey and Hungary increased significantly and
exceeded all the expectations in 2018. As the
Chairman of Turkish-Hungarian Business Council
of Foreign Economic Relations Board (DEIK),
I would like to emphasize that Hungary is also
a highly valuable country for investors with its
EU membership and its investment potentials in
almost every field. Hungary is growing steadily and
standing out among its piers in the region.
We are continuing our journey with the trust
from both countries’ economies. Our final goal
will be to materialize much bigger projects and
to contribute to the longtime existing TurkeyHungary friendship.
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Message
from
the ALX
Hungary
General
Manager
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Fikret Nas

ALX Hungary
General Manager

2018 was a year that full of new beginnings together
with competitive challenges both in domestic and
international markets. Looking back at 2018, I am
very proud that we are closing the year with satisfied
partners. ALX Hungary’s mission is to build bridges
between our countries of operation through our
efficient and the best quality of services; as our
customer testimonials show, we have been successfully
helping our partners this year as well.
First and foremost, ALX Hungary actively supported
Turkish- Hungarian and Turkish-Greek relations to
facilitate the most efficient dialogue among these
countries with promoting international cooperation on
trade, economy, tourism, culture and investment.
The Hungarian Export Promotion Agency (HEPA) has
been established by Hungarian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade with the aim of increasing exports of
Hungarian enterprises. ALX Hungary is the contracted
partner of this organization in Turkey, Greece, and
Cyprus. Our company has been established in Budapest
in 2015 to enhance the trade relations and collaboration
between Hungary and Turkey which are two great
countries bonded by roots of common history and
culture. As in previous years, we continued to focus on
bringing out the potential of Hungarian companies into
the light in Turkey and Greece, to promote goods and
services which can support the further development of
local market variety in each business field and industry.
Our goal is to bring these two nations originating from
same roots closer with trade and investment. Our
main activities are preparing market research reports
on sector and item basis, supporting and introducing
Hungarian suppliers to local importer companies, which
are searching for products from Europe, organizing
seminars and meetings to increase awareness of
Hungarian business opportunities and to generate
demand for Hungarian products. We organize B2B
meetings by organizing delegations, represent and
promote Hungarian companies in local exhibitions
and trade shows, including assisting them to plan and
realize their business travels as smooth and efficient
as possible, promoting the HEPA-supported Hungarian
exhibitions in Turkey, and organizing buyer delegations
to visit those exhibitions.
ALX Hungary’s support and services continued to be a
useful asset for local businesses to understand the key
factors of cooperating with Hungarian businessmen
in such fields as agricultural machinery and products,
information technologies, medical product and services,
smart systems, environmental development, energy
management and so on.
We as ALX Hungary, among our many other goals in
2018, have been focusing on helping enterprises from

the Hungarian agriculture and medical sector to expand
their foreign activities and reach new export markets. In
order to achieve this, we have built Hungarian pavilions
in the biggest exhibition of these sectors in Turkey.
I am very proud to see that as a result of our effort,
many Hungarian companies joined us as exhibitors,
and promoted their products. With our assistance
throughout the organization and moderation
of their meetings, several distributor agreements have
been signed. I am happy to see more and more
Hungarian companies started the interested in
exporting their products and providing services to our
target countries, Turkey, Greece and Cyprus in order to
broaden their foreign sales activities.
On the other hand, we have continued to increase
awareness about the Hungarian trade and investment
opportunities, cultural heritage and tourism sector in
Turkey with several successful country promotion activities.
Together with these promotional activities, we have
succeed to reach over 30 million people. We are looking
forward to improve our efforts to achieve even further
successes with the same dedication in 2019 as well.
We can say that we left behind a very successful
year for the economic and political relations between
Hungary and Turkey. According to Eurostat trade
volume between Hungary and Turkey increased 19% and
reached USD 3 billion in 2017. Initial figures shows that
in the first six months of 2018 trade volume between
the two countries also increased 13%. We believe that
by discovering the potentials in Hungary, the gate to
Europe for Turkish people, commercial and political
relations will further develop in many years to come.
On the other hand, our achievements continue to grow
in Greece as well. Compared to previous year, trade
volume between Hungary and Greece also increased
by 11.2% in 2017 and it’s expected that it will continue
to increase in 2018. Capitalizing on our activities in
the Greek market, we returned a considerable level
of penetration and awareness of Hungarian business,
especially in the area of ICT and automation. One of
our key scopes of this year was the establishing of
the Business Grove platform, a tool which is designed
to bring together supply and demand by providing
an environment for the optimum matchmaking of
participants, and which may host unlimited number of
industries and contributors.
In 2019 we will be looking to implement more tailormade services towards further developing business
relations between Hungary and target countries.
ALX Hungary, which aims to maintain its high
performance and innovative approach since its
establishment, will continue to create added value for
the countries in which it operates.
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OFFICES & OUR TEAM
ALX Hungary has got 7 offices in 3 countries.
The seven offices are where all the operations are carried out. The team in Turkey
consists of 10 professionals, Greece consist of 2 professionals with a total of work
experience exceeding 100 years. In addition to business development professionals
our team also includes finance and accounting professionals and other support staff.

Istanbul

The operational HQ is in Istanbul.
The office is located in one of the
most famous office buildings of the
European section of the city,
Polat Ofis.

Ankara

ALX Hungary has one office in the
Turkish capital, Ankara.
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Izmir

One of our other offices in Turkey
is in the pearl of the Aegean
coastline, Izmir.

Bursa

Our office in the industrial town
of Bursa, which is the national
capital for automotive and textile
industries.

Gaziantep

ALX Hungary’s office in
Gaziantep, the largest city of
Eastern Turkey.

Athens

Our other country of operation is
Greece. ALX office is located in
Athens, with a satellite office in
Nicosia, Cyprus.

Budapest

The main HQ, located in the
center of Budapest. The team here
includes General Coordinator and
the central accounting department.
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MISSION
Support Hungarian companies who wishes to export their products and services to the
countries we are operating in with a high level of accumulation of knowledge and increase
the trade volume gathering together the advantages of these countries.

VISION
Get the nations closer to each other through trade and investments.
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WHAT DOES ALX
HUNGARY DO?
ALX Hungary’s partner match making success is based on the professional approach to
business development and the geographical market knowledge what we achieve with our
regional offices. ALX Hungary carries out the following activities in order to start and develop
the bilateral trade relationships between the Hungarian and Turkish companies:

Conducting company specific market studies of sectors and products.
Finding suitable partners for Hungarian companies to enter the Turkish market.
Finding the suitable Hungarian suppliers for Turkish companies.
Organizing and providing assistance for B2B meetings.
Participating exhibitions in Turkey as country pavillion together with Hungarian companies.
Supporting Hungarian companies to visit exhibitions in Turkey.
Visiting exhibitions in Turkey on behalf of Hungarian companies.
Representing Hungarian companies with no office in Turkey.
Providing foreign trade financing opportunities supported by Hungarian EximBank.
Increasing awareness of Hungary by using conventional and dijital media channels.
Promotion of Hungary by making country presentations to chambers, associations and
organizations.
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WHY HUNGARY?
Capital

Budapest

Open economy and foreign trade
focused foreign policy
Globally acknowledged, high quality
workforce

Population

9,8 million (2018)

Well developed infrastructure

Friendly relations based on our historical
and cultural ties
National Currency

Forint (HUF)

GDP - Growth Rate
4,1% (2017)
Import - (2017)

92,5 Billion EUR

Attractive incentive schemes for
investors

Lowest level corporate tax rate in the EU

9%

Strategic Location

Export - (2017)

100,6 Billion EUR
Trade Volume - (2017)

193 Billion EUR
Inflation
2,4% (2017)

Source: KSH, Eurostat
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Gateway to European markets
with population of 510 million
in total
Membership in international
organizations EU (since 2004),
UN, OECD, WTO, NATO, IMF, EC

DEVELOPING ECONOMIC
RELATIONS
4

2015-2017 trade volume between
Hungary - Turkey increased from
2.48 Billion USD to 3 Billion USD

Billion USD

Trade

3,02

3

2,54

2,48
2

2016-2017 trade volume increased 19%

1

2017-2018 January-June period trade
volume increased 13%

0

1,63

2016

2015

2018

2017

Jan-June

Investment

Turkish investment stock reached
around 450 Million EUR as of 2018.

450

690

Million EUR

As of December 2018, HIPA is dealing
with 16 investment projects, of which
the potential investment value is
690 million EUR.

Million EUR

180.000

Tourism

159.823

160.000

Visa applications increased

140.000

*CAGR (2015-2018): 20%

120.000

158.054

125.573

100.000

73.147

80.000
60.000

168.405

79.769

73.594

57.245

40.000
20.000
0

2014

2015

Number of guests from Turkey

2016

2017

Number of guest nights from Turkey

4 flights from Istanbul to Budapest
every day. Increasing volume of
passengers.

Source: Eurostat
*Compound Annual
Growth Rate
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Ortaköy, Istanbul

ORGANIZATIONS
WE COLLABORATE
WITH:
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Adana Chamber of Industry ADASO

Adana Chamber of Commerce ATO

Ankara Chamber of Commerce ATO

Ankara Chamber of Industry ASO

Antalya Chamber of
Commerce - ATSO

Bursa Chamber of Commerce BTSO

Denizli Chamber of Commerce DTO

Gaziantep Chamber of
Commerce - GTO

Istanbul Chamber of Industry ISO

Malatya Chamber of Commerce
and Industry MTSO

Trabzon Chamber of Commerce
and Industry TTSO

Hungarian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry MKIK

CONS UL ATE GEN ER AL
OF H UN GARY I N ISTANB UL

Embassy of Hungary

Consulate General of
Hungary in Istanbul

Hungarian Export Promotion
Agency - HEPA

Hungarian Investment and
Promotion Agency - HIPA

Hungarian Export and
Import Bank - EXIM Bank

Foreign Economic
Relation Board - DEIK

İstanbul Chamber of
Commerce - ITO

The Union of Chambers and
Commodity Exchanges of
Turkey - TOBB

Turkish Exporters Assembly TIM

Small and Medium Enterprises
Development Organization of
Turkey - KOSGEB

Hungarian Culture Center
Istanbul - MCC

Independent Industrialists’
and Businessmen’s
Association - MUSIAD

Izmir Chamber of
Commerce - IZTO

Kayseri Chamber of Industry KAYSO

Kocaeli Chamber of Commerce KOTO

Konya Chamber of Industry KSO

Federation of Hellenic
Information Technology and
Communication Enterprises SEPE

Hellenic Association of Mobile
Application Companies HAMAC

Enterprise Europe Network Greece

Athens Chambers of
Commerce and Industry ACCI
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Market Research
Reports
Throughout 2018 more than 700 monthly tasks were
completed and submitted to HEPA. Within these reports
a total of 94 Hungarian companies were serviced with
potential buyer lists, follow-up of the on going projects,
with sector/item specific reports or regulations.

ICT - Information and Communication Technologies
Green-Tech Industry - Urban and Regional Development
Agriculture and Food
Health Care Industry
Production Engineering, Electronics and Metal Processing
Veterinary Products
Cosmetics
Aircrafts
Air Control
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Agroninja
Aiss
Áldomás
Alpha - Vet
Alternconsult
Arundo
Aqualing
Aquis
Astron Informatics
AV Reporter
Belux Global Speech
Cerbona
Codeberry
Codex
Comtech
Crystal Nails
Cubilog
Delta Truck
Dilaco Lighting
Dolphio Technologies
Dr Hazi
DRTV Media
Econ Engineering
Egis
Enexio
Fin Tech
Fliegls
Furever
G&G
Ganz
Gebauer Pharma
Globál Sport
Grapoila
Gremon
Gysev Cargo
Hagyó
HC Linear
Helvecia
Hetech Trend
Hevesgép
Hidrofilt
Hungarocontrol
Huntech
Indivizo +
Infracont
Innovaster
Inwatech

ITware
IVM (international vending machines)
Kaposvári Egyetem
KGIK
Konsys
Labtech
LD agro
Luminochem
Magnus Aircraft
Malomgyártó
Mauer Gép
Media Networks
Medicor Kéziműszer
MKSZN
Mohanet Mobilesystems
Moltech
Moon42
Moonsyst
Naturland
Naturtex
Nyzistor
Oko Tech Home
Olp - Tech
Ortoprofil
Pezomed
Poweros
Pureco
Qulto - Monguz
R’care
Resysten
Rex-San
Rimóczi
Sensomedia
Silvanus Group - Hungaroplant
Simteam
Slot Consulting
Stallprofi
Szatmári Kacsamell
Szilikon-Ház
Thermo Foam
Vemoco
Vitecer
Wallboard
Water&Soil
Wm Rendszerház
Wolf System
77Elektronika
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Market Research
Reports
ICT industry market studies and business
platform for matchmaking for Hungarian and
Greek companies.
Agrovir
Aiss Technologies
Aitia
ARH
ARworks
Attrecto
Belux
Codex
Cubilog
Delta Group
Dolphio
Drem
Electromega
Erando
Evopro
Fintech / Wyze
Gremon System Ltd.
GLI / Mapcat
Hiflylabs
Holografika
Hungarocontrol
Hungarolux
Inwatech
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Itware
Justice
Konsys
Laurel
Luminochem
Mapcat
Mohanet
Makesense Ltd.
Media Networks
Monguz/Qulto
Multimex
MSD / MyShopDisplay
Organica Water
P92 RDI
Plezintor
Pureco
Regens
Resysten
Seon
Seacon
TC&C
WM Rendszerhaz M2M

Erechtheion Acropolis, Athens

TRADE
PROMOTION
Company Visits
We organized meetings with more than 700 Turkish
and Hungarian companies in order to promote
Hungarian products and services in Turkey, to pass
the understanding of needs and opportunities of
the Turkish market to Hungarian companies, as the
contracted partner of HEPA.
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Some Cases
Igrek Makina, Bursa
Igrek is casting company for industrial components.
They’re supplier of well-known European automotive
brands. We found them based on the request of
Huntech Company that has a very innovative machinery
projects, after elimination of several Turkish casting
companies. We arranged several company visit with
Huntech to Igrek production plant. Huntech was
impressed with the production facilities of Igrek
and they decided to choose Igrek Company for
casting solution partners for their projects. The mass
production of casted products will be started on
December of 2018.
Naturwell, Bursa
Naturwell is medical equipment and medicine trader
company for Azerbaijan market. We arranged several
meetings for Naturwell with Hungarian medical
equipment suppliers in Expomed fair that is arranged
by ALX Hungary. They interested with R’care company
seriously. Result of negotiations between companies,
we arranged a business trip to factory of R’care
with Naturwell to sign agreement for distribution of
Azerbaijan, Iran and Turkey. Naturwell as distributor of
R’care in related countries, is working to grow up their
business.
MC Filter, Samsun
MC Filter is producer of filters that are using in
automotive sector. We found them based on the
request of Hungarian Rimoczi company that is producer
of industrial filter group. We arranged a business trip
with Rimoczi to factory of MC Filter. Companies signed
distribution agreement for Turkish market. MC filter
started to marketing activities based on the business
plan that was shared with Rimoczi.
Tum Ticaret, Bursa
Tum Ticaret is medical equipment dealer company
in Bursa. We introduced Ovupred company that has
ovulation microscope product to them. They interested
with innovative product of Ovupred company and
they decided to be distributor of Ovupred company
for Turkish Market. After finalization of technical
negotiations between companies, they will sign the
distribution agreement with Ovupred on December
2018. We’re planning to arrange a business trip to
Ovupred company with Tum Tic to clarify future steps
in March of 2019.

Doga Tarim, Antalya
Doga Tarim is distributor of several foreign plant
nutrition brands in Turkey. We contacted with them to
introduce innovative solution of Water&Soil Company.
Doga Tarim interested with the solution of Water&Soil.
They arranged test applications in 2018. Based on the
meeting result between Doga tarim and Water&Soil
in Growtech fair that was arranged by Alx Hungary,
Doga Tarim will arrange a new application of water
retainer. The manager of Water&Soil Company will also
accompany application to be sure each details will be
done correctly. We’re expecting to arrange business
cooperation between companies after getting positive
result from application.
Boruform Metal, Bursa
Boruform is producer company of metal parts that are
using in furniture, automotive and aviation sectors.
They contacted with us to find a potential Hungarian
producer for joint venture cooperation in Turkey. We
arranged a company visit with Boruform to production
plant of Nysiztor Kft. They agreed to keep contacted for
possible projects to arrange a cooperation.
Tesis Otomasyon, Bursa
Tesis otomasyon is trader company that is located
in Bursa. They have sales channel in Persian market
for switchgear components. They were looking for
switchgear suppliers from Hungary. We made a
company visit with Tesis to head office of Ganz Kft.
Tesis shared valuable market information to enter
Persian market with Ganz’s products. There’ll be
possibility to start a cooperation in future with updates
of Ganz’s products range.
Kuzey Sera, Bursa
Kuzey Sera is producer Company for greenhouses.
They’re supplying products for Greenhouses and giving
services for turnkey projects. We arranged meeting
between Kuzey Sera and Gremon Company in Growtech
Agriculture fair. Kuzey Sera interested with the solutions
of Hungarian company. We’ll follow up the process to
arrange a business cooperation between companies.
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Scene from Gellért Hill, Budapest

TRADE
PROMOTION
Company Visits
In Greece we had more than 70 meetings
between Greek and Hungarian companies,
for similar purposes as above, and to
introduce them to the new Business Grove
matchmaking platform.
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Some Cases
Solidus Assyst
Solidus is interested in many HU companies. We have
informed the Hungarian companies about SOLIDUS’
interest and asked them to contact the GR company
directly. We have explained to both sides that we
remain at their disposal to offer service and assistance
whenever they need it.
SEPE
The wide range of members’ activities along with the
importance in their respective business, may open
to our Business Grove initiative a door to approach
the core of the market we are looking for, they
enthusiastically accepted our initiative, fully agrees with
every extracurricular effort and urged us to cooperate.
ALX will contact their members via regular newsletters,
investigate how to exploit their digital communication
tools, participate in the Digital Economy Forum.
HAMAC
The key actions of HAMAC are attributed by
“networking” and “synergies”. The Business
Grove idea is very much appreciated by them, since
fulfill their vision for extroversion opportunities.
They propose to start cooperating in coming MWC 2018
in Barcelona.
Smart Technology
Our first meeting was mostly to understand the
services that we each provide and present our
companies. Before that, we had phone and electronic
communication. We put Mr. Veinoglo in contact with
the FTA, in order to help him find Hungarian employees
for his new business and information about starting a
business in Hungary.
CIPA (Cyprus Investment Promotion Agency)
He expressed interest in bilateral investments in joint
ventures (HU-CY) companies and projects in the
technology sector in Cyprus, the Middle East and Gulf
countries, he recommended keeping in contact with
other organizations too such as the research promotion
institution, the University of Cyprus and the Central
chamber of industry and commerce. On our next trip,
we will try to set meetings with these organizations and
also further develop our discussions with CIPA.

GBPC Consulting Company
Business Grove concept was presented and explained.
Also, operational and communication topics were also
analyzed, in order to make our presence more active
and efficient.
ATC
Our first meeting was mostly to understand the services
that we each provide and present our companies. They
would like to promote ATC’s products to Hungary (tech
companies with noncompetitive products who serve
the media). We will contact him after he studies the
Hungarian ICT companies.
CBS
Their service in a nutshell is “Technology & IT related
Business Integration Solutions”. Their customers in
Greece are mostly major private and multinational
companies, as well as the greater public sector. They
have studied all HU companies participating in Business
Grove, and they are interested in every HU technological
solution related to their lines of business. They are
interested also in energy efficiency solutions. Both
companies were presented and explained the services
provided. CBS gave insight on their work and business
units.
ZEB
They have initiated discussions with National bank of
Greece and Alpha bank, to proceed with an energy
efficiency upgrade proposal through the ESCO model,
which will provide energy savings for buildings of
the bank. In order to proceed, they are looking for
Hungarian companies active in the fields of lighting and
energy monitoring software in order to develop
a consortium which present an offer to the 2 banks
which if accepted will lead to signing a contract
with the banks. We presented to ZEB interesting HU
companies, and gave full range of electronic brochures
and catalogues, as well as their contact details. We will
stay in contact with ZEB.
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Bussiness Opportunity
Inquiries
Throughout the year, we have identified many market
opportunities in the Turkish market for Hungarian companies.
With the help of HEPA we have found Hungarian companies
that are suitable to meet these opportunities.
• Pet food
• Merino sheep
• Livestock (cattle and sheep)
• Pregnant merino sheep
• Bus components such as transmission and axle
• Road plates (road sign)
• Acrylic jumbo roll, hotmelt jumbo roll, masking tape roll
• Linear motor precision machinery and fully electrical CNC
tube bending
• Engineering consultation services in Hungary
• Glass and styrofoam
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Bussiness Opportunity
Inquiries
In 2018, we have identified 9 opportunities in the Greek market
for Hungarian companies. With the help of HEPA we have
been aiming for finding matching Hungarian companies for the
following opportunities:

Cosmos Business Systems & ADAE
Deto Novo Inc
GAIOSE
ZEB
Hellas Petrol
Pigreen
KÉZMŰ
Cyprus - Wellness services
Cyprus - Tourism sector
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Bussiness to Business
Organizations and
Conferences
ALX Hungary trade coordinators have
used every opportunity to organize B2B
meetings for or on behalf of Hungarian
companies. These sector specific
events provide excellent opportunity
for companies to learn each other’s
general business practice and also to
collect sector specific information, while
they find new business contacts and
opportunities.

Some of these organizations are:
DEIK: B2B Turkish- Hungarian Business
Forum was held in Budapest in 9 October
2018, with the participation of Turkish
President H. E. Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
Hungarian Prime Minister H.E. Viktor Orban,
organized by the Turkish Foreign Economic
Relations Board / Turkey-Hungary
Business Council and the Hungarian
Export Promotion Agency (HEPA) with the
sponsorship of ALX Hungary.
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Prime
Minister of Hungary Viktor Orbán, Minister
of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó,
DEIK Nail Olpak, DEIK / Turkey-Hungary
Business Council Chairman Adnan Polat,
HEPA (Hungarian Export Promotion Agency)
Chief Executive Officer Gábor Ligetfalvi
gave a speech, with the participation of
300 Turkish and Hungarian businessmen.

Turkish and Hungarian Business Forum

Recep Tayyip Erdogan, President of Turkey
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Viktor Orbán, Prime Minister of Hungary

Adnan Polat, DEIK / Turkey - Hungary Business Council
Chairman
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Masters of Business 2018, Budapest
Encouraged by the success of its
Masters of Business Budapest event and
the positive feedback from Hungarian
business executives, the Hungarian
Export Promotion Agency (HEPA)
hosted a new edition of its professional
event. This time, representatives from
nearly 150 partner companies had
hundreds of targeted face-to-face talks
with some 50 directors.

Master Of Business 2018, Budapest
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The purpose of the Hungarian
Export Promotion Agency (HEPA)
is to enhance the exporting ability
of Hungarian SMEs and to create
opportunities for them to achieve
good export results. Recommending
competitive Hungarian businesses
to international markets on a regular
basis, by organising and implementing
specific business talks, are part and
parcel of HEPA’s efforts.
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The Liberty Statue, Budapest

TRADE
PROMOTION
• Izmir Chambers of Commerce: “Hungary: Country of Opportunities”
• Trabzon Chamber of Commerce and Industry:
“Hungarian and Turkish Business Forum and B2B Meetings”
• Istanbul Chamber of Commerce
• Istanbul Chamber of Indusrty

Izmir Chamber of Commerce: “Hungary: Country of Opportunities”
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Istanbul Chamber of Commerce

Trabzon Chamber of Commerce and Industry: “Hungarian and Turkish Business Forum and B2B Meetings”
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Bussiness to Business
Organizations and
Conferences
• Ace Power Electronics
• Atc
• Data Consulting / Vortex
• Devolo
• Drys Tech
• Eurogreek
• Ecogreen
• Euroaxes Group
• Generation-Y
• Gowan / Randopoulos
• Hamac
• Intelligent Media
• Intermentors
• Lelion
• Mobotix
• Novoville
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• Odyssey
• Onex
• Online Data
• Partner Net
• Pigreen
• Png
• Praxis / Een
• Profile (for belux)
• Smartnav
• Solidus Assyst
• Triantafyllidis Group
• Up2metric
• Voudouris (iot startup)
• Vodafone
• Zeb

Acropolis, Athens

TRADE
PROMOTION
Exhibitions and
Participants
Expomed 2018 - Istanbul
ALX Hungary attended with 7 Hungarian companies at
Turkey’s and Eurasia’s largest medical trade fair Expomed 2018
held at TUYAP Fair and Congress Center between 22-25 March
2018 in Istanbul. Turkish and Hungarian companies helped to
establish commercial relations for the future. Distributorship
agreements signed between the companies with the great
support of ALX Hungary.
Leading Hungarian companies from the medical sector such
as; Vitecer, Resysten, Medicor, Labtech, Szilikon-Ház, RexSan and R’Care have joined. Hungarian companies, newborn
incubator, heated open bed and newborn phototherapy
devices, computer based ambulatory ECG holter and rest
and stress test systems; metal walking aid equipment;
photocatalytic hygienic coating containing titanium dioxide;
multivitamin and flavored pipette, effervescent food
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supplement and muesli bar; monitor stands and
silicone prosthesis areas at Expomed 2018.
Hungarian Export Promotion Agency (HEPA)
representative in Turkey, ALX Hungary contributed
to the promotion of leading Hungarian companies in
the medical sector. During the fair, Resysten signed
an agreement with Turkish Kaleco, and Vitecer
and Ortagen have agreement. Rex-San announced
that they reduced production costs by finding
Turkish suppliers. Hungarian firms better assess
the contribution of the cooperation opportunities
in Turkey, they stated that the exhibition was very
satisfactory.
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Growtech 2018,
Antalya

ALX Hungary exhibited in Growtech Fair
with 7 Hungarian companies.
ALX Hungary exhibited in Growtech 2018 Fair held
at Antalya Expo (ANFAŞ) between 28 November-01
December 2018 in Antalya. Eurasia’s largest trade
fair about Greenhouse & Irrigation Technologies,
Plant Nutrition & Protection, Tractors & Agricultural
Machinery and Seed, as Hungarian Country Pavillion
with 7 Hungarian companies. Distributorship
negotiations started between Turkish and
Hungarian companies with the support of
ALX Hungary.
Leading Hungarian companies from the agriculture
sector such as; Gremon, Water&Soil, Heliostim,
LD Agro, Kaposvar University, KGIF and
Malomgyarto have joined.
Ciftci TV which is focus on agricultural professionals
broadcasted an interview about the exhibition and
mission of ALX Hungary and Hungarian companies’
products and services.
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Buda Castle Royal Palace, Budapest

TRADE
PROMOTION
Other Exhibitions We
Participated
• Bursa Agricultural and Livestock Equipment Fair
• SUCEV Water and Environment Fair
• GURME IZMIR Fair
• Games Week 2018 Fair
• World Food Istanbul 2018 Fair
• Izmir International Fair
• Food Tech 2018 Fair
• ISAF 2018 Fair
• Sirha Istanbul 2018 Fair
• Plast Eurasia 2018 Fair
• Mining Turkey 2018 Fair
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Exhibitions and
Participants
We sponsored and participated in
3 conferences and expos.
1. Smart Cities Conference and Expo
March 9th, 2018: participated and sponsored the
event (conference and expo), hosted a Hungarian
keynote speaker.
2. Digital Economy Forum 2018
May 7th, 2018: participated and sponsored the
digital economy forum 2018, one of the most
important ICT conferences nationally, organized
under the auspices of the Greek President,
Mr. Pavlopoulos.
3. Infocom World 2018
November 21st, 2018: participated and sponsored
the conference and expo. Hungarian experts
participated as keynote speakers, Hungarian
ICT companies were hosted in our booth and
participated in B2B meetings with Greek companies.
Other exhibitions, conferences we participated
• HORECA visit
• Conference: SMEs’ Roadmap to Growth
• Conference: Planning the future of investments
• 3rd Digital Business Transformation Conference
Be Finnovative
• Posidonia Exhibition
• Reimagine Conference
• Thessaloniki International Fair
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TRADE
PROMOTION

• Visited Aegean Industrialists and Businessmen
Association (ESIAD)
• Visited Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(BTSO)
• Visited Turkish Exporters Assembly (TIM)
• Visited Anatolian Lions Businessmen Association
(ASKON)
• Visited Ankara Chamber of Commerce (ATO)
• Visited Ankara Chamber of Industry (ASO)
• Visted Ankara Commodity Exchange

Visits to Goverment Offices,
Chambers, Guilds and
Associations
ALX Hungary believes in the value and
importance of maintaining close relations
with local chambers and associations and the
regional managers are in continuous contact
with these organizations.
These contacts have yielded many
opportunities for our operations and enabled
us to penetrate business societies more easily.

ITO MKIK Meeting, Istanbul
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• Visited Public Technology Platform for cooperation
• Visited Bursa Free Trade Zone Businessmen’s
Association (BUSBIAD) to inquire cooperation
potentials
• Visited Demirtas Organized Industrial Zone
Industrialists Association (DOSABSIAD) in Bursa
• Visited Hungarian Country Promotion, Hungary:
Country of oppurnuties” in Izmir Chamber of
Commerce (IZTO)
• Visited with Hungarian MKIK delegation and
Hungarin country presentation in Trabzon Chamber
of Commerce
• Visited Istanbul Industry of Commerce (ISO) with
Hungarian MKIK delegation and Hungarin country
presentation by ALX General Manager
• Hungarian country presentation by ALX General
Manager in MUSIAD EXPO
• DEIK Turkey - Hungary Bussiness Council meeting in
Istanbul

MUSIAD EXPO
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Advertisements
Advertisements and advertorials were
published in leading sectorial magazines to
promote Hungary and Hungarian smart city &
IT, health, agriculture, water and waste water
recycle technology sector and the companies.

Published information technologies about Hungarian
companies in ICT magazine
Published advertisement of ALX Hungary and
Hungarian companies in Saglik Magazine
Published an interview with ALX General Manager
and advertorial in Euronewsport
Published an advertisement about Hungarian
agricultural technologies and HEPA companies in
that sector in TarlaSera Magazine
Published an interview with ALX General Manager &
advertorial in Su ve Cevre Magazine.
Published a Hungarian agricultural technologies
advertisement in TarlaSera Magazine
Published an interview with ALX General Manager
about Hungarian information technologies in ICT
Magazine
Published an interview with ALX General Manager
about Hungarian agricultural technologies in
TarlaSera Magazine
Published an advertisement about participation to
Growtech 2018 with 7 Hungarian Agriculture firms as
Hungarian country pavillion
Published a Dunya Hungary Supplement in
Hungarian and Turkish
Published an interview with ALX General Manager
about Hungarian medical sector and Expomed 2019
in Saglık Magazine
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TRADE
PROMOTION
Advertisement
Please find below the summary of all
marketing activities about Hungary:
In the area of marketing and promotional
activities, we had 61 outputs in total, which
included 2 advertisements & publicity actions
(printed & electronic), 3 Ambassador’s
interviews published in six media, 45
press releases, newsletters, advertorials,
business cooperation requests, a special
booklet on Hungarian technology and 2 TV
event mentions. We further developed and
continuously updated our two websites
(ALX Greece / Business Grove), we run
monthly campaigns on Google Adwords,
LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter.
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Ambassador’s Interview in emea.gr

ALX Greece

Smart Cities Conference
Digital Economy Forum

Herend Exhibition in newslog.gr
Printed Advertisement in Fortune
Infocom World Conference

Press Release in emea.gr

Press Release in startupper.gr
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TRADE
PROMOTION
ALX Webpages
We currently host and maintain two webpages:
Turkey and Greece. These webpages are considered
to be valuable reference sites for Turkish and Greek
business people who are inquiring about trade and
investment potentials in Hungary. Both webpages
not only offer information about Hungary but also
house all the HEPA files on Hungarian sectors and
HEPA member company catalogs. We publish
3 languages content on the website.
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www.alx.com.tr

www.alx.com.tr/en

www.alx.com.tr/hu

www.alx.com.gr/en

www.businessgrove.com.gr.en
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Chain Bridge, Budapest

TRADE
PROMOTION
ALX Hungary in
Social Media
Our social media accounts
Both Turkey and Greece offices use various
social media accounts actively to promote trade
opportunities in Hungary and to increase awareness
of HEPA – ALX supports to business people.
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facebook.com/alxhungary
facebook.com/alxgreece

linkedin.com/company/alxhungary
linkedin.com/company/alxgreece

twitter.com/alxhungary
twitter.com/alxgreece

instagram.com/alxhungary
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COUNTRY
VISIBILITY &
PROMOTION

Radio Spots

Tv Programmes

Press

Media Presence and Publications
Broadcasted 6 different radio spots about trade and investment opportunies in Hungary on A Haber, CNNTurk,
NTV, Bloomberg and HaberTurk radio news channels for one month. We reached around 5 million listeners.
Outdoor advertisement in Turkey – Video country promotion public transports such as metro stations, buses,
ferries and outdoor screens in 3 cities. We reached around 15 million viewers.
3 episodes Hungary promotion documentary broadcasted in Turkish news channel CNNTurk. In this
documentary trade and invesment opportunies, touristic and cultural attractions presented. We reached
around 8 million viewers.
2 episodes Hungary promotion tourism oriented TV programme broadcasted in Turkish entertainment channel
Teve2. In this programme cultural and touristic attractions presented. We reached around 3 million viewers.
We prepared 50 pages Hungary supplement with economy oriented Turkish newspaper Dunya. Supplement
published bilingular in Hungarian and Turkish. Distributed to 65.000 professional subscribers directly.
In total we have promoted Hungary to more than 30 million Turkish people.

CNNTurk, Cem Seymen
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TeVe 2

Dunya Hungary suplement economy oriented newspaper

Information screens in public buses, ferries and subways in
Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir
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CULTURAL AND
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES,
SPONSORSHIPS
Throughout 2018, ALX Hungary has
supported and sponsored cultural
activities to maintain the strong bond
between Hungarian and Turkish people.
We have organized or sponsored the
following activites:
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The establishment of the Pantokrator Monastery
(Molla Zeyrek Mosque. 900th Anniversary &
Byzantine Mosaics” at Balassi Hungarian Cultural
Center in Istanbul
“Turkish wrestlers in the hands of a Hungarian
trainer” at Balassi Hungarian Cultural Center in
Istanbul
“Dr. Dezsgisi Bozóky photo exhibition”
at Güler Gallery in Ankara
“Concert of Ferenc Snétberger-Tony Lakatos Duo’s”
at Balassi Hungarian Cultural Center in Istanbul
“Visegrad Quart Carnival” at Balassi Hungarian
Cultural Center in Istanbul
“1848-49 Hungarian Liberty Commemmoration and
Exhibition” at Balassi Hungarian Cultural Center in
Istanbul
“Startup Campus V4 Global Tour” Istanbul
ALX Hungary established a music room for
students at Zisan Alkoc Elementary School at
Istanbul
“1848-49 Memorial Ceremony of the Hungarian
Freedom War” in Kutahya
“Opus Amadeus chamber music festival, Hungarian
concerts” in Istanbul
“IEFT Education Fair 2018” in Istanbul
“Hungarian Vineyard Crops Taste and
Interpretation” at Hungarian Cultural Center as
Hungaricum event
“Have a Nice Trip – The story of the Hungarian
Automotive Club’s first grand tour from Budapest
to Constantinople in 1912
“Journey to Hungarian Cinema” at Balassi
Hungarian Cultural Center in Istanbul
“Mystic Dreams” Exhibiton at Balassi Hungarian
Cultural Center in Istanbul
“MOME – Graphic Design Diploma Show” at Balassi
Hungarian Cultural Center in Istanbul
“Hungarian Heritage in Istanbul”, in Istanbul
“Open Your Eyes” - Istvan Orosz, in Istanbul
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CULTURAL AND
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES,
SPONSORSHIPS

Greek Exhibition

Chief Miklos Forrai Presents

ALX Hungary established a music room for students at
Zisan Alkoc Elementary School at Istanbul
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The establishment of the Pantokrator Monastery
(Molla Zeyrek Mosque. 900th Anniversary & Byzantine Mosaics” at
Hungarian Culture Center

“Hungarian Vineyard Crops Taste and Interpretation” at Hungarian Cultural Center
as Hungaricum event

“1848-49 Hungarian Liberty Commemmoration and Exhibition” at Balassi
Hungarian Cultural Center in Istanbul

Hungarian Culture Center - “Have a Nice Trip” exhibition

“Mystic Dreams” Exhibiton at Balassi Hungarian Cultural Center in Istanbul
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TESTIMONIALS
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“We are very grateful for ALX Hungary and the
specific colleagues who guided us in Turkey. We
are open to entering other export markets in the
future as well, with the support of the Hungarian
National Trading House and ALX Hungary.”

“We’ve met with ALX Hungary at their head
office, and we described to them what kind of
business partner we are looking for, what area
we are operating in, and what kind of products
we have, and they found our Turkish partner.”

Mr. Péter Hidasi
Managing Director
Rex-San Ltd.

Dr. Gizem Gültekin Várkonyi
Country Manager
Monguz Ltd.

“The idea to export to Turkey came up when the
Hungarian National Trading House introduced us
to ALX Hungary. They found a potential partner
for us, with whom we signed a contract this year.
It is an essential point to find a partner company
with a vast knowledge of the local market and
cultural expectations, when we are looking for a
representative for our export expansion. I believe
this is the viable way to start business abroad.”

Mr. Tibor Taskó
Sales Director
Rimóczi és Társa Ltd.

“We had the chance to participate in the first
Turkish industry expo in Bursa, thanks to the
support of ALX Hungary. We managed to make
various new business connections and gain
a great deal of valuable experience. We met
various exhibitors who have offered to partake
in our CNC milling machine development project
as well.”

Mr. Gyula Kis-Benedek
Owner
Hun-Tech Systems Ltd.
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TESTIMONIALS
Thank You Letters
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2018.05.08
ALX Hungary
İstanbul Liaison Office
İmrahor Cad. No: 23
B Blok 2. Kat 34400
Kağıthane-İstanbul / Turkey
Thank you

Dear ALX Hungary,

First of all, I would like to thank you for all your support during Expomed 2018 in Istanbul on behalf of
our company Rex-San.
Rex-San have participated in several expos before, and the quality of the hosting was among our best
experiences. Employees of ALX Hungary (Seda, Selin and Mert) were guiding us from the very beginning
of the preparations (pre-market analysis, possible partner search) to the last day of the expo. They
interpreted if our guests weren’t speaking English, accompanied us to meetings and all together helped
us in every detail regarding our possible Turkish business. The catering service provided by ALX was
most satisfactory, the catering personnel were also polite and professional.
We are looking forward to work with you again, and you are always welcome to our office, if you visit
Budapest. I hope in the near future the seeds we planted in Istanbul will grow into successful
businesses between us and the Turkish companies. I will inform you with any relevant new
information. Thank you again.

Your sincerely,

Peter HIDASI
Managing Director
REX-SAN Medical Equipment
Manufacturer, Distributor and Repairs Ltd.
H-1106 Budapest, Fehér út 10.
E-mail: hidasi.peter@rex-san.hu
Mobile: +36 (70) 603 8700
www.rex-san.hu
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TESTIMONIALS
Thank You Letters
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